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Beginning Feb. 16, switch to Storyboard and start using the improved look, feel and navigation of Epic. To
start using this new feature, you’ll need to turn it on. While all your information will still be there, it will be
arranged differently.
Keep in mind that Storyboard will permanently replace the patient header view for everyone very soon. So
get comfortable with the enhanced navigation as soon as possible.
This special Update Companion includes information for everyone, including instructions on getting started
and customizing your experience.
Storyboard Overview
• A New Epic Look
• Making the Storyboard Switch
• Storyboard Anatomy: Patient Information Moves to the Left
• Personalize Your Activity Tabs
Customize Your Storyboard Experience
• Set Storyboard to a Size That’s Just Right for You
• Sidebar Activities are Customizable
• Overflow Activities Have a Dedicated Tab
Using Storyboard Features
• Recognizing Icons for Important Notifications
• New Sticky Note Features
• Confidential Patient Information
• More Room for Treatment/Care Team Details
• Review Medication, Problems and Allergies
• Easily See Assigned Sex and Gender Information
• Simpler Icons for MAR Actions (Inpatient only)
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An Overview of Storyboard
A New Epic Look
Epic is getting an improved look. called Storyboard. With Storyboard you’ll have quicker access to patient
details and common activities − no matter where you are in the chart.
Your view will look different when you first log in, but no information is changing − no activities are being
removed. They are simply rearranged.
Key Benefits:
• Easily see your patient’s reason for visit, recent health history and other details.
• Less clicks and jumps between screens.
• Better optimization to fit your screen’s resolution, so you can work clearly.
Description:
• Patient information moves from the header to a left sidebar.
• Your activities (including Summary, Chart Review and Notes) can be pulled into fewer tabs on top
depending on your screen size and how you customize your tabs.
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Making the Storyboard Switch
Key Benefits:
• To take advantage of this new look and feel, you will need to turn on Storyboard by following a few
easy steps.
Description:
Here’s how to start using Storyboard now:
1. From a patient chart or encounter, click the Customize button
toward the bottom of your left activity tabs sidebar.
a. If a Let’s Simplify message opens, click No, thanks. I like
my tabs.
2. From the bottom of the Customize Workspace window, click
the Move Tabs to Top button.
3. Click Accept. The Storyboard view should now be visible for
you, displaying the interactive Patient Header on the left of
your screen and your Activity Tabs across the top.
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Storyboard Anatomy: Patient Information Moves to the Left
Key Benefits:
• Storyboard lets you quickly review a patient's story no matter where you
are in the chart.
Description:
Patient information moves from the header to a left sidebar. Storyboard is
divided into these sections:
1. Notifications: Notifications can appear as icons to the right of the patient
photo and banners that appear under the patient identification section.
Notifications show targeted patient information that is considered
essential, such as MyChart, pregnancy, or lactation status, patient FYIs,
interpreter needs and information about visual or auditory impairments.
This section also includes the sticky notes that appear to the left of the
patient photo.
2. Patient Identification: Displays information about who the patient is and
where they are, such as name and room/bed, and includes the patient
photo.
3. Key Information: This section shows key details such as allergies and
isolation/infection. You can also review a patient's principal problem and
hover to see more problem list information. Hover over the patient’s
treatment/care team for contact details. Click the magnifying glass to
search the chart.
4. Details: This section shows additional patient information, including
height/weight, results, medical history or current medications.
5. Pinned Actions: Only appear in certain clinical Storyboards and contain
items pinned to the bottom of Storyboard. They may include a Start Review
button for clinical users to mark a patient's allergies, problem list,
medications or history information as reviewed right from Storyboard. You
can also review and time-mark new results without jumping to Results
Review. If you time-mark results by mistake, you can immediately undo it.
Click the back arrow (it appears instead of the clock icon for a few seconds
after your time-mark). Inpatient clinicians can also track the status of a
patient’s most recent medication administrations by hovering over the
Active Meds section.
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Personalize Your Activity Tabs
Key Benefits:
• Your activity tabs now appear across the top of the screen, and you can customize them to best suit
your needs. Activities you don’t use often appear in a separate overflow tab called out with an
ellipsis, and the More activities menu has its own dedicated button.
Description:
With fewer activity tabs across the top, you can move more quickly through Epic to find the information you
need and document or place orders more efficiently. Customization features allow you to personalize your
Epic workspace.

Activities you don’t use often appear in a separate Overflow tab called out with an ellipsis, and the More
activities menu has its own dedicated button. You can click the new Overflow tab (A) to see activities that
don't fit in the horizontal activity tabs and click the More menu button (B) to see your additional activities.
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Customize Your Storyboard Experience
Set Storyboard to a Size That’s Just Right for You
Key Benefits:
• Storyboard automatically shrinks and grows depending on the size of your Epic window, but you
have control over the width.
Description:
To adjust the width, you can either:
• Right-click anywhere within Storyboard, click Width and select Auto, Narrow or Wide.
• Click the wrench to open the Customize activity and select an option in the width field that appears
at the bottom left of the activity.
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Sidebar Activities are Customizable
Key Benefits:
• You can customize your activity tabs to better meet your needs. In addition to slightly larger font
and a bit more space before these tabs, they now appear with a colored band across the top and a
matching colored background.
Description:
You can customize the activity tabs:
A. Click the wrench icon at the top right of the screen to open the Customize activity.
B. Follow the directions onscreen to drag and drop activity tabs to a different spot across the top of the
screen or into the More menu.

You can update the highlight color and choose a new color. To
customize an activity tab, right-click a tab and then mark it as
important and choose a highlight color.
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Overflow Activities Have a Dedicated Tab
Key Benefits:
• Tabs you don't use very often have been automatically moved to the More menu to simplify your
screen.
Description:
Right-clicking an activity tab opens a tab customization menu.
A. Click Move to More Menu to move your less commonly used activity tabs to the More menu.
B. Use Mark as Important to add an icon and make the activity tab stand out.
C. Click the arrow to open the More menu.
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Using Storyboard Features
Recognizing Storyboard Icons for Important Notifications
Key Benefits:
• Quickly identify important patient information and sticky notes through visual icons around the
patient photo.
Description:
Icons around the patient photo show essential patient information, including MyChart, pregnancy or
lactation status, patient FYIs, interpreter needs and information about visual or auditory impairments. This
section also includes the sticky notes that appear to the left of the patient photo. Hovering over the icon
will display a brief description.
Following are a few common icons.
Care Everywhere:

FYI Flag (with number of
flags on their chart):

MyChart:

Fall Risk (icon will not
show if patient is not at
risk for fall):
Currently pregnant:

Recently delivered:

Lactating mother:
Organ transplant
recipient:

Enrolled in active
research study:

Sticky Notes (Sticky note for the user is yellow, specialty sticky note is blue, and OB sticky note is pink):
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New Sticky Note Features
Key Benefits:
• Leave yourself or colleagues a quick note.
Description:
Sticky Notes appear automatically any time you access a patient’s chart. Jot down a personal comment for
yourself on the yellow sticky note (1) or a comment to share with others in your specialty on the blue sticky
note (2). Gray lines (3) show you if the sticky note contains any text.
Comments stay on the sticky note until they are deleted. Be sure to delete your sticky notes after each visit
as they are not part of the medical record.
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Confidential Patient Information
Key Benefits:
• A banner now appears to alert you of confidential patient information.
Description:
When a patient or encounter has been marked as confidential, a banner
now appears. It also appears in the In Basket patient sidebar report.
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More Room for Treatment/Care Team Details
Key Benefits:
• You can easily learn more about a patient's treatment/care team members, such as the attending
physician and responsible nurse.
Description:
The name of each of the patient's provider teams and relevant team contact information appears instead
of the details about every member of each provider team. You can still click to see all members of the
provider team.
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Review Medications, Problems and Allergies
Key Benefits:
• See a patient’s details at all times on one screen and mark them as reviewed.
Description:
Available patient details for review include medications, problems, allergies, medical history, surgical
history, family history, tobacco history and socioeconomic history.
The Review section from the Wrap-Up activity has been removed. (1) To mark these lists as reviewed, click
the Start Review button (2) at the bottom of your workspace.
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Easily See Assigned Sex and Gender Information
Key Benefits:
• You now can see patient’s sex and gender identity information more clearly.
Description:
When you see sex or gender information Storyboard, a visual indicator lets you know about relevant sex,
gender or obstetric information beyond the single value appearing in that column.
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Simpler Icons for MAR Actions (Inpatient Only)
Key Benefits:
• MAR icons now appear when you hover over a patient’s active medications.
Description:
A filled square represents given administrations, an empty square represents administrations that were
documented as not given and an X represents administrations documented with paused actions.
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